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SCOPE PLANS BOOK

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 1966, Scope mouthwash was introduced as a

The two greatest problems that scope currently faces

competing product against Listerine. Scope has

are that it lacks top of mind awareness and brand

solidified itself as the number two brand in the

preference and that it tried, unsuccessfully, to target

mouthwash category. The main ingredient of Scope,
cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC), kills 99 percent of the
germs that cause bad breath in lab tests and gives

a younger market than actually uses it. Therefore, the
immediate goal for this campaign is twofold. First,
to increase sales and brand preference among the

its users fresh breath that lasts five times longer than
heaviest users of the category, namely the 35-44 year
if they had only brushed. This has helped to ensure
that Scope is a lasting property for Procter and
Gamble. Within the product category, however, there
are several problems that limit the success of Scope

old group. Second, to more effectively communicate to
a secondary audience and increase trial purchase and
brand preference among 18-24 year olds. By affectively

in the marketplace. First, Listerine is securely the

achieving this, overall sales for the brand will benefit

category leader, commanding impressive sales and

from its traditional target market, while building brand

top-of-mind awareness among users of the category.

preference among a younger age range, influencing

Second, there has been little innovation within the

purchasing decisions for the rest of their lives.

category over the past several years. Third, almost all

The overall campaign solution is to develop a fresh

of the of the new innovation in the category has been

and exciting advertising campaign incorporating IMC

the work of Scope’s competitors, for instance the
new Crest Pro-Health mouthwash and new products
in Listerine’s line. Lastly, ad spending by brands

elements that entices 18-24 year-olds to buy Scope.
Based on primary research, this target audience uses
mouthwash to obtain fresh breath. Users in the target

throughout the category, even that by fellow Procter
audience are not concerned with health aspects of
and Gamble owned Crest and Oral-B, absolutely
dwarfs that of Scope, putting Scope in a potentially
dangerous position.

using the product, but because of their social lifestyles,
are concerned with being perceived as having good
hygiene.
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In order to effectively reach the target audience,
the campaign will use Matt Ryan, NFL player, as its
spokesperson. Each aspect of the campaign will use
football as the central theme. Only media outlets that
allow the employment of visual elements will be used
because seeing the product is key in developing the top

Freshness

Lasting
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
Macro environmental Considerations
Norms and Traditions
Many purchase decisions are made based on cultural
norms and traditions. Men and women may have
different aspects of a product in mind, ranging from
flavor, price, brand and usage based on their culture
or background, that affects their buying behavior.
Social Consideration
Outward appearance and the use of products to create and maintain certain looks are more important

Brand Preference/Loyalty
Many consumers will stay loyal to a single brand
throughout the time they purchase a product in the
category. If a consumer knows he or she likes a specific product and the way it works, the affinity for that
brand affects his or her buying behavior the next time
he or she needs to make a purchase in the product
category.

socially than ever. As part of that, men and women
increasingly want fresh breath and a clean feeling
mouth longer, according to focus group research. The
target market places a high value on the opinion of
peers and sees fresh breath as a desirable quality.
Child Safety
Child safety is a large factor when consumers are
buying products, especially when there is alcohol

Body/Oral Health
Personal heath and oral hygiene trends affect the
consumer’s buying behavior. Many consumers are
conscious of products that offer more than a single
benefit for them, such as toothpaste fighting cavities
and gingivitis as well as making their breath fresh.

Freshness

Confidence

content in the product, which Scope has. If a product is not “child-proof” and is potentially hazardous
to children, men and women may be less likely to

SCOPE

purchase it. In fact, in early 2010, Scope mouthwash
was recalled due to non-childproof caps, which hurt
its market share, according to LexisNexis (2010).

Original

Lasting

Product recalls due to child safety affects the buying
minds and behavior of a consumer at present or in
the future.
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
Company Analysis
Proctor and Gamble

Proctor and Gamble’s purpose is to “provide branded

Scope is owned by Proctor and Gamble. According

products and services of superior quality and value

to Proctor and Gamble’s website it is recognized as

that improve the lives of the world’s consumers,

a leading global company with many accolades to its

now and for generations to come,” according to its

name. The awards listings are as follows:

website. It values integrity, leadership, ownership,

(iXeb`e^n`k_`ek_\`e[ljkipfe=fikle\ËjDfjk

passion for winning and trust, according to its

Admired list for 25 of 26 total years

website. Proctor and Gamble’s principles include,

)ÈKfg),ÉÆ8DII\j\XiZ_Jlggcp:_X`ek_\

showing respect for all individuals, mutual success for

only company to have been in the Top 5 for six

the company and individuals, remaining strategically

consecutive years)

focused, being innovated, valuing personal mastery,

)ÈKfg:fdgXe`\j]fiC\X[\ijÉÆ=fikle\jlim\p

seeking the best, continuing to be externally focused

*ÈNfic[ËjDfjkI\jg\Zk\[:fdgXe`\jC`jkÉÆ

and pride themselves in mutual interdependency,

Barron

according to its website.

-È>cfYXcDfjk8[d`i\[:fdgXe`\jÉÆ=fikle\
()ÈNfic[ËjDfjk@eefmXk`m\:fdgXe`\jÉÆ
Bloomberg Businessweek
(*iXeb`e^fek_\c`jkf]k_\>cfYXc(''Dfjk
Sustainable Corporations in the World
KfgiXeb`e^jfek_\;fnAfe\jJljkX`eXY`c`kp@e[\o
from 2000 to 2010
(Proctor and Gamble website, 2010)
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SCOPE
“I am a Nurse and am constantly in contact with patients.
Since using this product I have been complemented
on my BREATH by my patients!! If that is not a good thing I
don’t know what is!!!”
-Peach, Product Review
“I love the taste of Scope Outlast Mouthwash especially when
used in coordination with Crest Extra White Plus Scope Outlast
Long Lasting Mint Toothpaste. A winning combination!!! I am a
teacher which means I am in close contact with my students. I
believe they appreciate the freshness!!!”
-jminnifield56, Product Review

5

Situation Analysis
Product/Brand Analysis
History

The new product is an attempt to reinvigorate the

According to crestplusscope.com, Scope was first

mouthwash category, which has seen sales slow due

introduced by Procter and Gamble in 1966 after years

to private label and a lack of new product innovation

of research and development. The Scope processing

in recent years. Outlast works by “binding tightly

and ultra-filtration system produces its sparkling,

to select receptors in the mouth.” The result is a

clear appearance.

“cool, refreshing sensation” that continues long after

Features

flossing, brushing or rinsing, the company said.

According to crestplusscope.com, Scope mouthwash

Procter and Gamble says Scope Outlast is the biggest

kills millions of bad-breath bacteria (99 percent

innovation for Scope mouthwash in 40 years.

in lab tests) and keeps the mouth feeling clean

Personality

and refreshed. Scope is available in Original Mint.

Scope has a lighthearted personality and

Scope White is available in Mint Splash and the

concentrates more on the fresh breath aspect than

newest addition to the Scope label, Scope Outlast, is

the bacteria-fighting quality of the product, appealing

available in the Long Lasting Mint and Peppermint

to a less health conscious consumer and reaching

flavors.

a more social crowd. The “Outlast” line has a new

Benefits

bottle design, making the product stand out on the

Scope Outlast is the most recent addition to

shelves, appearing innovative.

Scope’s label, and has been recently launched as

Life Cycle

Scope’s unique selling point. Consumers will be

Scope is in the maturity stage. Though they have just

more confident as they can be sure their breath is

released the new “Outlast” line, the brand is

minty fresh 5 times longer with Scope Outlast than

well-established and the market share seems to

with toothpaste alone. According to an article on

remain fairly consistent. There has been little

brandweek.com, in August 2009 the Procter and

innovation in several decades.

Gamble launched its new product benefit called
“Outlast,” which claims to deliver five times longer
fresh breath across its Scope, Crest and Oral-B lines.
SCOPE PLANS BOOK
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Market Share

Ad Campaign

As of October 2005, Scope holds 8.6 percent of the

According to an article on brandweek.com, Procter

Mouthwash/Dental Rinse market. Procter and Gamble

and Gamble introduced the Outlast products via a TV,

holds 13.2 percent, preceded by Pfizer Inc., which

print and digital campaign in August and September

accounts for 58.1 percent of top Mouthwash/Dental

2009. Ryan Seacrest, spokesperson for Scope,

Rise Makers as of June 2005.

starred in a commercial for both the paste (Crest Plus

Rank

Scope) and the rinse, which shows him using both

The market share listed as of October 2005 places

products as part of his “getting ready” routine. Hours

Scope second in its category. Listerine is securely

into a Hollywood party, the American Idol host is still

in first place with 44.6 percent of the market share,

the attraction of every woman around him, with the

Advanced Listerine holds the third spot with 7.3

secret ingredient, of course, being his fresh breath.

percent of the market share and Crest takes the

According to an article on adweek.com, Procter and

fourth spot with 5 percent. Diatene, Act, Plax and

Gamble advertised the new product through radio ads

Cepacol follow.

on Seacrest’s nationally syndicated radio show, On-

      

Air With Ryan Seacrest. The radio ads ran through
Dec. 31. Online ads went live on RyanSeacrest.com.
Scope also appeared in six televised spots during

    

  
    
 
!

    
!

    
!
!

the broadcast of New Year’s Rockin’ Eve on Dec.

  

31. Created by Saatchi & Saatchi, the ads follow in

 

the same format as the ones for Scope White, which

    
   

show Seacrest using the mouthwash before running
on stage. As one crew member tells him it’s time
to go on stage, Seacrest reinforces the importance
of the mouthwash routine: “Everyone likes to smell
good. Makes you more likeable.”
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Situational Analysis
Product/Brand Analysis
Vehicles Used

Marketing Efforts

Television, radio, magazine, online-this was found

In addition to paid advertisements, Procter and

through looking at AdAge.com, YouTube and Google.

Gamble used American Idol host Ryan Seacrest in

Ad Expenses

a New Year’s Eve promotion for its Scope brand.

According to an article on adweek.com, Procter and

According to an article on adweek.com, Procter and

Gamble spent $6.4 million advertising Scope in the

Gamble is made a donation to Operation Smile for

U.S. in 2007, and $1.4 million through October 2008,

every couple caught kissing on the Scope “Kiss Cam”

excluding online. This information was cited as being

New Year’s Eve 2008. The charity, which is supported

found through Nielsen Monitor-Plus. Procter and

by celebrities including Jessica Simpson, Billy Bush

Gamble is reported as spending $191 million and $51

and Mario Lopez, raises money to treat childhood

million in measured media for its Crest and Oral-B

deformities, such as cleft lip. Seacrest partnered with

brands in 2008. Scope got a total of $2 million in U.S.

Procter and Gamble on a similar promotion for Scope

advertising, excluding online channels. This brings

`e)''.#n_`Z_iXe[li`e^;`Zb:cXibËjE\nP\XiËj

concerns about Procter and Gamble’s confidence in

Rockin’ Eve countdown on ABC. As part of its promo

the brand. An article on fiercepharma.com quoted

with Seacrest, Procter and Gamble also launched an

Listerine’s expenses at $111 million in 2007, making it

`e$jkfi\gif^iXd#ZXcc\[ÈJ\\X;`]]\i\eZ\#DXb\X

no surprise that Listerine is the top-selling brand.

;`]]\i\eZ\#ÉkfjlggfikZ_`c[i\en`k_Zc\]kc`g%GifZk\i
and Gamble is donated money to Operation Smile
on behalf of purchases made on its Scope, Crest and
Oral-B products.
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Situational Analysis
Competitive Analysis
Listerine

“Listerine was shown in a clinical study to reduce 52

Listerine’s total US market share is 44.60 percent,

percent more plaque and 21 percent more gingivitis

XZZfi[`e^kf:_X`e;il^I\m`\n%K_\jXc\j]`^li\j

than brushing and flossing alone,” according to

for Johnson & Johnson in 2010 is $61.90 billion with

Listerine’s website. The main active ingredients

a result of a net income $12.27 billion, according to

are Eucalyptol and Thymol, which are for plaque

LexisNexis. Listerine is the more dominant name in

and gingivitis, according to its website. Listerine

the competition in mouthwash category.

also contains 21.6 percent alcohol, according to its

Although favorable among many Americans, a

website.

study by Franklin College showed Listerine to be the

Listerine used this research and seized upon the

least affective mouthwash in battling the bacteria

information by pointing to healthier gums as its

Bacillus Subtilis and Staphylococcus epidermidids,

unique selling strategy. Listerine = No Gingivitis

according to Franklin College’s website. Scope and

= Healthier Gums, according to the LexisNexis.

Therasol were the front-runners in the effectiveness

Listerine’s target audience was Therapy Seekers:

of defeating staphylococcus epidermidids.

X[lckj),Æ*0n_fXi\fgk`d`jk`ZXYflkk_\`i
health and want to take charge of it, according to

COMPETITORS

LexisNexis.
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Competitive Analysis Continued...
Competition for Listerine and its reign as the top has
been somewhat lackluster. Although Listerine has
been known for its alcohol content, they’ve recently
introduced a new product. It’s touted as Listerine
Zero and contains no alcohol, stating it “kills millions
of bad breath germs,” according to its website.
Listerine has had vigorous ad spending to stay in the
forefront. In 2007, Listerine spent $111 million in ad
spending, according to fiercpharma.com. The brand
has had near constant video ads throughout the
brands life such as the commercial on the front page
of its website.

Crest
Crest’s total US market share is 5.10 percent,
XZZfi[`e^kf:_X`e;il^I\m`\n%K_\jXc\j]`^li\j
for Proctor & Gamble in 2009 were $13.40 billion, with
a result of a net income of $1.23 billion, according
to LexisNexis. Crest mouthwash is for “protection
against plaque and gingivitis,” according to crest.
com. Crest has“12 hour protection.”
Crest’s Pro-Health avoids the burning sensation due
to the lack of alcohol, according to its website. “Crest
Pro-Health Rinse works with CPC (cetylpyridinium
choride), which is a bacterial agent that attracts

Recently, Listerine has produced a documentary,

to the bacteria in your mouth,” according to

which is titled “This Is Your Mouth” where consumers

assiociatedcontent.com. “It weakens the membrane

can donate money to children in need to watch

of the bacteria, allowing it to be killed.”

the film, according to thisisyourmouth.com. The

The lack of alcohol content and the use of CPC

documentary is voiced by star, Neil Patrick Harris,

in replacement give more of a soothing taste

according to the website.

than alcohol based mouthwashes, according to
assosaitedcontent.com.
Crest Pro-Health is known as a “germ killer” and this
quality is used as its unique selling point, according
to all business.com. “Unlike Listerine, Pro-Health
does not use alcohol, a factor that will be touted in a
supporting TV and print campaign,” according to the
website.
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According to MRI Reporter, Crest’s target

Other benefits include the prevention of “white

audience is single18-24 year olds, with an

spot lesions in teens with braces,” according to

index of 125. The audience is educated, having

its website. ACT also “protects the roots of adult

graduated from high school and attended college.

teeth as their gums begin to recede.”

Crest is also popular in the Midwest with an index

ACT’s recent advertising has recently been

of 106, according to MRI.

targeted toward kids, such as advertising on

In April 2005, Crest introduced Crest Pro-Health.

Sponge Bob Squarepants on the front page of its

It costs $7.69 for 1.5 liters. Crest Pro-Health

website. Previous ads have been target toward

was a 100 million dollar health-focus campaign,

adults like the print ad that states, “bad breath is

according to LexisNexis.

unforgiving” with a man speaking to a priest in a
confessional, according to stillad.com

ACT
ACT’s total US market share is 2.80 percent,
XZZfi[`e^kf:_X`e;il^I\m`\n%K_\jXc\j]`^li\j
for Chattem is 463.34 million with a net income
of $63.17 million, according to LexisNexis. ACT
contains no sugar or alcohol except ACT’s restoring
mouthwash., according to their website. ACT’s main
active ingredient is sodium fluoride, according to
livestrong.com.
“ACT Rinses and Mouthwashes have also been
clinically shown to reduce root caries in adults by
up to 71 percent more than brushing with a fluoride
toothpaste alone,” according to actflouride.com. ACT
also has been shown to reduce cavities by 40 percent
more than normal fluoride toothpaste, according to
its website.
SCOPE PLANS BOOK
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Situational Analysis
Consumer/Market Anaysis
Current Target Market

Geographic differences

According to MRI, 19.1 percent of total adults, who

Scope is more heavily used in the south. 41.1 percent

have used Scope in the last six months, were age 35-

of total adults, who have used Scope in the last six

44. Also, 71.3 percent of total adults, who have used

months, were located in the southern U.S.

Scope in the last six months, were Caucasian. Our

Psychographics

primary audience makes a below average income.

The target audience is sports enthusiasts with a busy

According to MRI, 11.7 percent of total adults,

lifestyle. This consumer is a type “A” personality who

who have used Scope in the last six months, had a

is social and likes to meet new people. The consumer

household income of $30,000- $39,000. Also, 21.3

is hygienic and cares about his or her appearance.

percent of adults, who have used Scope in the last six

Because this consumer is social and wants to take

months, were widowed/divorced/legally separated.

care of him or herself, he or she is self-aware.

Prospective Target Market

SWOT

12.5 of total adults, who have used Scope in the
last 6 months, were age 18-24. For this reason,
adults 18-24 years old are not being reached;
therefore they are being left out and need to be
reached. Their average household income is between
$20,000- $29,000 and have graduated from college.

Strengths

-Owned by a leading company.
Proctor and Gamble.
-Gives five times longer fresh
breath when compared to
brushing alone.
-Kills 99 percent of the germs
that cause bad breath.
-Boasts the new Outlast Line

Caucasians, with a below average income are going
to be emphasized in the campaign. The target
market, is using magazine and television to obtain
their media. The quintile I index for TV is 114. The
quintile I index for magazine is 112.

SCOPE PLANS BOOK

Opportunities
-Little innovation in
the product
category in many
years
-Securely the
number two brand
in the category
-Many crossbranding
opportunities

Weaknesses
-Limited ad spending.
-No health benefits
-Product in its mature
stage
-Lacks top-of-mind
awareness

Threats
-Ad spending
dwarfed by
competitors
-Procter and Gamble
spending more
on Crest and Oral-B
advertising
-Listerine dominates
the market
-Has no non-alcoholic
product
-Lacks ADA seal of
approval
12

Comprehensive Problem Statement

Recommended (primary) research emphasis

Scope’s attempt to reach a younger audience was

Research should emphasize why customers choose

unsuccessful and left the brand lacking in top of mind

the product, what they use the product for, and what

awareness and brand preference for consumers. This

they base their purchases on, such as price, taste and

ultimately led to a drop in market share. These facts

brand. Through a focus group, these questions can be

were evident after focus group research.

answered:

Marketing Objectives



N_Xk[fpflnXek]ifdXdflk_nXj_6

K_\j\Zfe[fYa\Zk`m\`jkfXkkX`e(,g\iZ\ekf]k_\



N_XkXi\pfl\og\Zk`e^]ifdXdflk_nXj_6

category market share within six months from the



;f\jYiXe[dXkk\i6

start of the campaign.



;f\jkXjk\fm\iilc\gi`Z\6

Advertising Objectives



N_Xkgligfj\[fpfllj\dflk_nXj_]fi6

K_\]`ijkfYa\Zk`m\`jkf`eZi\Xj\kfgf]d`e[
awareness of the brand with 18-24 year olds by 10
percent three months from the start of the campaign.
K_\j\Zfe[fYa\Zk`m\`jkf`eZi\Xj\YiXe[
preference with 18-24 year olds by 10 percent within
six months from the start of the campaign.
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Analysis of Primary Research
Research Procedure
When and where?
;XkXnXjZfcc\Zk\[k_ifl^_X]fZlj^iflg%K_\]fZlj

The information obtained through the focus group,

group took place in The Paul Miller Building, room

was used to create and adjust the campaign

105, and lasted from 4-4:30 p.m.. The group sat

accordingly. Men and women were used to get

around a large table and included a moderator, co-

both perspectives of why using mouthwash is

moderator, the participants and three people around

important. The ages were chosen because it fit

the edge of the room taking notes, video and voice

n`k_`ek_\gfk\ek`XckXi^\kXl[`\eZ\%;`]]\i\ekdXafij

recording.

allowed for different thought processes, ideas and

A\eeX;`ZbjfenXjk_\df[\iXkfi]fik_\]fZlj

variety. The participants didn’t know each other

group, with Marissa Chavez sitting in as co-

and weren’t friends because they were all asked by

moderator. Robert Mixon set up a voice recorder

different group members. This may have allowed the

and wrote notes, Chad Lock set up his computer to

participants to answer truthfully, rather than having

video record the focus group and took notes, and

to worry about siding with friends.

Alyson Wegener took notes of the discussion on the
computer.
Sample Characteristics
Participants were male and female college students
ranging from ages 18-24. They had various majors
and were asked to participate by more than one
group member. The sample characteristics were
chosen to correspond with the target audience. These
participants helped in discovering how and why the
target audience uses and chooses mouthwash, and
what they know and think about Scope.

SCOPE PLANS BOOK
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Focus Group Atmosphere

Primary Research Findings

The focus group atmosphere was relaxed. Some

Our basis for holding a focus group was to get into

participants were more talkative than others but

the heads of our primary target audience, adults

everyone responded to at least one question with

18-24. We wanted to know why or if they use

their view and not just a nod or “yes” or “no.” The

mouthwash and their motivation behind purchasing

focus group was willing to give answers to questions,

it. From our focus group research, the primary target

though sometimes had to be prompted. The focus

group’s motivation for purchasing mouthwash was to

group was aware it was being recorded, both by a

get rid of bad breath and maintain fresh, clean breath.

voice recorder and video on the computer and did

New information to us expressed by the focus group

not seem to be bothered by this. The moderator and

was that the participants paid attention to the design

co-moderator sat at the table and kept the discussion

of the bottle as well as the time of day when they

going while other members of the research team sat

used mouthwash. While most used mouthwash in

around the edge of the room taking notes. The focus

the morning, some used it at night before they went

group did not pay attention to the three taking notes

to bed. On the other hand, focus group participants

and, again, did not seem bothered by it.

did not use mouthwash for health benefits, such as
avoiding gingivitis. Based on the research completed
in the past, Listerine holds a little less than half of the
market share, which made it surprising when nobody
in our focus group mentioned Listerine. The brand
was only mentioned after we hinted around to it and
asked specific questions regarding Listerine. Crest
seemed to be popular among the participants in the
focus group, which wasn’t what we were expecting to
hear.
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Themes
Fresh Breath

Convenience

When asked about social interactions and why they

When asked about reasons for using mouthwash,

purchase mouthwash, several participants frowned

many said they used it as a quick alternative

upon bad breath and had negative feelings toward

to getting fresh breath faster. Many thought

it. Participants view people with bad breath as

mouthwash was a fast acting bad breath fighter. A

having poor hygiene habits. To them, bad breath

few participants mentioned that mouthwash is less

is unattractive and a “turn-off” to the opposite sex.

portable than other options for freshening breath

They use mouthwash to avoid bad breath and are

such as gum or mints. These options can be more

not concerned with the health benefits that arise

convenient. However, if they found a mouthwash that

from using mouthwash, such as avoiding gingivitis,

lasted all day, they would no longer see any use for

because they aren’t aware of 18-24 year olds getting

other breath freshening options. This would actually

gingivitis. They typically use mouthwash for the social

be more convenient and cost effective because, for

aspect of being appealing to others that surround

many participants, mouthwash is already a part of

them.

their hygiene routines.

Time of Day

Taste/Flavor

An individual in the focus group expressed using

When asked focus group participants’ taste

mouthwash at night because that’s when she had the

preference for mouthwash, several liked the simple

most time on her hands and felt that her breath was

fresh, clean, minty flavor. Most tried to avoid the

fresher in the morning. Other participants agreed with

citrus flavors. Some preferred the less harsh flavors

this statement. This proves that participants believe

of mouthwashes that offer alcohol free formulas, but

mouthwash works and can last at least several hours.

several participants like the alcohol. They said the

However, they mentioned they don’t really believe

burning sensation of the alcohol makes them feel like

mouthwash continues to work after a meal.

the mouthwash is working.

SCOPE PLANS BOOK
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When asked about Scope’s bottle design and other
mouthwash bottle designs, some participants paid
attention to how the bottle looked. Scope Outlast
looks too feminine to the men in our group. When
looking at the bottle’s design, some thought about
how easy/difficult it would be to hold the mouthwash
bottle. The women said that because they have
smaller hands, the thin neck of the Scope Outlast
bottle is easier to hold and pour than the bulky
Listerine bottle. Along with the bottle’s design, focus
group participants also paid attention to the color of
the mouthwash. Many liked the clear mouthwash
Crest has and the more common blue and green
hues. The purple and orange colors are not visually
appealing to the target audience.

The relationship among these five themes is:
Qualities that make a mouthwash desirable to our
primary target market.

Based on findings from primary research, Scope will
take the position in the market of having the best
long-lasting effect.

SCOPE PLANS BOOK
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Discussion Questions

The Welcome:

If you’ll notice, we have some laptops set up to

Hi everyone and thank you for taking the time out

record the discussion, but don’t worry, your names

of your busy schedules to join our discussion group.

will be kept anonymous in all our reports. The

If you don’t know me, my name is Jenna and I’ll

recording is just for us to be able to refresh our

be leading the discussion. My team members

memories when we’re compiling reports. And with

are Marissa Chavez, Alyson Wegener, Chad Lock

that, we’ll go ahead and begin!

and Robert Mixon. I’m going to ask some open-

The Questions:

ended questions about various products and

To get things going, will everyone go around and say

advertisements. Please be open and honest with

your name, major and the furthest place you’ve ever

your answers, ideas and perceptions. The more

kiXm\c\[6

feedback we get the better. With that said, my group

(%N_Xk`jpfliefidXcdfie`e^iflk`e\6

members and I will talk very little aside from asking

2. If you were running late to class what would be the

the questions.

fe\k_`e^pflnflc[[fY\]fi\pflc\Xm\6

The Overview:

*%N_pfin_p[feËkpfllj\dflk_nXj_6

Our primary topic this afternoon will be mouthwash

4. What brands of mouthwash have you used in the

and its competitors.

gXjk6

The Ground Rules:

,%N_Xk`jpflii\Xjfe`e^]figliZ_Xj`e^dflk_nXj_6

Before we get started, I just want to reiterate that it is

6. What factors do you consider while buying

vital for you all to participate in the open discussion.

dflk_nXj_6

Please be polite to one another, all statements are

7. What is the first brand that comes to mind when

valid and each person deserves to have their opinions

jfd\fe\d\ek`fejdflk_nXj_6

heard, so please, no interruptions. If you don’t mind,

/%;f\jXepfe\befnn_Xk`kd\Xej]fiXgif[lZkkf

go ahead and put your phones on vibrate as well.

_Xm\k_\8;8j\Xcf]XggifmXc6
9. When you interact with someone with bad breath
_fn[f\jk_XkdXb\pfl]\\c6
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Conclusion:
10. What products do you use to make sure you

As you probably noticed from the discussions, we are

_Xm\]i\j_Yi\Xk_6N_p[fpflgi\]\ik_Xkgif[lZkkf

researching the mouthwash brand, Scope. It is our

dflk_nXj_6

goal to make sure the brand is addressing the correct

11. People who use mouthwash are ______.

target market in a way that will cause top-of-mind

12. _____, you said you don’t use mouthwash. Some

awareness for Scope, as it is not currently the market

use it to avoid gingivitis. What do you think about

leader. Your feedback will help us decide what steps

^`e^`m`k`j6

the product should take for future marketing and

13. Think of the last Scope advertisement you have

advertising efforts.

seen. What can you recall from the advertisement.

;f\jXepfe\_Xm\Xepk_`e^kfX[[6@]efk#k_XkËj

14. What do you think of Scope’s current

all we have for you today. Thank you so much for

jgfb\jg\ijfe#IpXeJ\XZi\jk6

participating in our focus group!

15. Who do you think would be a good spokesperson
]fiJZfg\6
16. What do you think of Scope’s bottle design in
ZfdgXi`jfekffk_\iYiXe[j6
(.%N_Xk`jpflikXjk\gi\]\i\eZ\]fidflk_nXj_6
N_XkXi\pfli\og\ZkXk`fej6
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Target Market Profile
Demographics
The target market for Scope is men and women
between the ages of 18 and 24. Caucasians were
found to be the race that used Scope products the
most, according to MRI. The target demographic
usually graduated high school and retained some
college education. These consumers generally live in
the southern states and earn under $40,000 dollars a
year.
Psychographics
The target consumer is a sports enthusiast with a
busy lifestyle. This consumer is a type “A” personality
who is social and likes to meet new people. The
consumer is hygienic and cares about his or her
appearance. Because this consumer is social and
wants to take care of him or herself, he or she is selfaware.
Usage Habits
The target consumer would use this product once
daily for quick, fresh breath. This person uses Scope
before going out or before getting ready for either
the day or at night. He or she also uses mouthwash

The consumer believes that using mouthwash is
secondary to teeth brushing because brushing
teeth is his or her main source of keeping clean
oral hygiene. Although mouthwash is secondary to
brushing ones teeth, it is an alternative to chewing
gum.
This target market is relevant and strong for the
brand because it does not care about the medical
benefits of mouthwashes. MRI findings showed
more of the market uses the product in the south.
This market is more likely to try different products
because of its younger age. Older markets
tend to be more brand loyal, while the younger
demographic is more open to new ideas and new
mouthwashes. “Scope has a lighthearted personality
and concentrates more on the fresh breath aspect
than the bacteria-fighting quality of the product,
appealing to a less health conscious consumer and
reaching a more social crowd,” according to what
was previously explained. The focus group based its
mouthwash purchases on size and color.

before an interview or other important outings.
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Advertising Creative Strategies
Advertising Objective

Focus group participants expressed their want for

Increase top of mind awareness of Scope Outlast

long lasting fresh breath rather than concerning

among 18 to 24-year-olds by 10 percent within 6

themselves with the health benefits. Crest positions

months of the start of the campaign.

its product as a pro-health whitener and a

Based on our primary research Scope lacks top

nonalcoholic mouthwash, while Listerine positions

of mind awareness and general knowledge of the

itself as being tough and a strong germ fighter.

brand. The focus group had to be aided in recalling
Scope’s presence in the market place and past
advertisements. Once the brand was mentioned, they
were aware of the brand, but it was not one they
thought of automatically. We estimate the current
top of mind awareness level to be about 35 percent.
After a successful campaign, top of mind awareness
will be at 45 percent of the target market. The
objectives are reasonable and necessary for Scope
because awareness will increase the likelihood of
Scope purchases in future. If consumers are more
knowledgeable of the brand and its benefits, they will
accept Scope as a mouthwash choice.
Positioning Development
Based on our primary research found in our focus
group, advertising will position Scope as the best
option for long lasting fresh breath. It will secure
Scope as an independent product rather than being a
complimentary to Crest.
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Advertising Creative Strategy Continued...

Big Idea

Strategy:

È<e[c\jj:fe]`[\eZ\ÉÆK_`jnXjZ_fj\eXjfli

Focal point- Scope is the best option for long-lasting

campaign theme because our primary research

fresh breath.

alluded to confidence in social situations as a major

Tactic:

factor in the purchase and use of mouthwash. The

Le`hl\J\cc`e^Gifgfj`k`feÆK_\^fXcf]k_\

implementation of the word “endless” is vital to our

campaign is to position Scope as the best option

campaign because Scope’s major distinguishing

for long-lasting fresh breath. The unique and

factor from the rest of the brands in the product

unmatchable concept Scope offers to consumers is

category is its long-lasting quality. Scope claims

that it lasts five times longer than any other product

to last 5 times longer than the competition. In

in the category. Scope can claim superiority on this

relation to our advertising campaign idea, a credible

feature. By focusing on this quality, which other

athlete of our choice would demonstrate “endless

brands have ignored in the past, the name Scope will

confidence” throughout his daily routine. Not only

become synonymous with long-lasting fresh breath.

does his confidence last all day, but so does his
mouthwash. From early morning practice, through
the game and the press conference, he can be sure
that his mouthwash will perform as well and as long
as he does. By using a credible celebrity source
and relating the time element to an athlete’s busy
lifestyle, our audience will be more inclined to believe
our claims.
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Integrated Marketing Communications

Integrated Marketing Communication

To reach the members of the target audience who are

Elements

in college, direct marketing efforts will take place in

For a public relations effort, Scope will sponsor a

college stadiums in the Big 12 and SEC conferences. By

“Kiss Cam” at NFL playoff games near the end of

choosing these two conferences, the message will have

the season. This PR tactic will place the Scope logo

a greater impact in the southern region of the U.S.,

on big screens in some of the largest stadiums in

which is part of the geographic strategy. For one game

the world while reinforcing the message that Scope

during the season, each school in the two selected

gives you the confidence to kiss in front of thousands

conferences will be visited by Scope. Each bathroom

of people. This is also relevant to the overall football

in the stadium will be equipped, for the specific game,

theme of the campaign.

with dispensers containing a single-serving sealed cup

To remain consistent with the theme, Scope will

of Scope Outlast mouthwash. The cups will be similar

use the sales promotion tactic of printing a “$1 off”

to creamer cups served at restaurants and will dispense

coupon for Scope products on the back of the NFL

one at a time. The presence of Scope will be announced

game tickets during the playoffs. This promotion will

during the game and the logo will be placed on the big

reinforce the message the audience sees on the video

screen.

boards with the kiss cam because both will occur
during the same games.

Sales Promotion

2))
6FRSH
2XWODVW
(QGOHVV
&RQÀGHQFH
WKURXJKORQJODVWLQJ
IUHVKEUHDWK
5HGHHPWKLVFRXSRQDWSDUWLFLSDWLQJUHWDLOHUV
IRUDGLVFRXQWRQ6FRSH2XWODVWPRXWKZDVK
SURGXFWV$Q\VL]HYDOXHGDWPRUHWKDQLV
HOLJLEOH9RLGZKHUHSURKLELWHG&RXSRQKDV
QRFDVKYDOXH
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Media Objectives and Strategy
The media objective is to reach 75 percent of the

With building brand preference being a primary

target audience, an average of 4.5 times, during

goal, message repetition is key, so a frequency goal

continuous and flighting months between August

of 4.5 times per consumer.

2011 and February 2012, with the message that

Geographic Coverage:

Scope Outlast gives “endless confidence” with long-

It will be most effective to advertise nationally,

lasting fresh breath.

with heaviness concentrated in the south because

Target Audience:

MRI cites higher usage of the Scope product in the

The target audience is Caucasian men and women

southern region of the U.S. A national campaign

between the ages of 18 and 24 who have graduated

is the best choice because the campaign goal is

high school and have some college education. A

to obtain top of mind awareness. It is important

majority of the audience resides in the southern

to reach as many people with the message as

states and earns less than $40,000 per year. They

possible.

are sports enthusiasts that lead a busy lifestyle,

Creative Implications:

have a type A personality and enjoy being social and

Showing the product to the target audience is key

meeting new people. They are self-aware, concerned

in developing top of mind awareness and delivering

with their hygiene and appearance.

a clear message. Newspaper advertisements do

Reach/Frequency:

not give a clear enough visual element, and radio

Frequency is more important for the campaign

does not have the capability to show the product

because the campaign focuses on top of mind

at all, therefore neither one is a good choice. TV,

awareness. The goal is a 75 percent reach with

magazine and internet are the most effective

a frequency of 3.8. Using Ostrow’s Model, it is

choices because they can show the product with a

estimated that a frequency of 3.8 would be effective

high resolution, full-color and movement (with TV)

in creating top of mind awareness. However, by

to get our message across in the best and most

having only a moderate reach goal, more funds from

clear way.

the campaign can be diverted to frequency.
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Media Objectives and Strategy Continued...
Strategy:
A. Media Mix: Television and magazine are the

This would allow us to surround our target as they

primary media selections; internet is the secondary

go about their daily life, increasing the frequency to

medium. The quintile I index for TV is 114. The

which they’re exposed to our message. A secondary

quintile I index for magazine is 112. These statistics

reason for choosing these media is that they are all

are useful in reinforcing the brand image of Scope to

very visual media. We are able to use high-quality

current users, while reaching the younger primary

images to reach our target with messages about

target audience in media they use as well. The

the confidence benefit of using Scope mouthwash,

quintile V index for internet is 90. Internet is a logical

confidence being a concept that is most easily

choice for a secondary media because the target

expressed visually. Radio and newspapers would

audience members are not heavy users of Scope,

not be an effective medium because they do not

therefore would not be in quintile I, however they

reach the primary target audience. Local TV would

are heavy users of internet. To effectively reach this

not be effective because it is a national campaign,

target, it is important to access them on the medium

and network television is too expensive without a

they use the most.

significant difference in results.

The main reason for choosing these media is that

a. Cable Television: CMT, ESPN, TLC

they are the primary media that the target audience

b. Magazines: InStyle, Southern Living, Sports

uses.

Illustrated
c. Internet: nfl.com, yahoo.com
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Media Objectives and Strategy Continued...
B.Scheduling: Internet will be used with a continuous

Media Vehicle Tactics: Specific Vehicle

scheduling strategy from the beginning of the

Recommendation

campaign in August 2011 to August 2012. Magazine

K_\Z_fj\ed\[`Xm\_`Zc\jXi\k_\Y\jk]fik_\

and cable television will be used with a flighting

campaign based on MRI statistics on heavy users

scheduling strategy from August 2011 to February

of Scope. All vehicle choices are relevant to the

2012. Television ads will be placed during programs

interests and age group of the target audience.

airing in the early fringe and early morning day

=fiZXYc\k\c\m`j`feZ_Xee\cjZ_fj\e#k_\`e[\o]fi

parts. Early fringe is a logical choice because it is a

CMT is 113 with 23,112,000 total viewers, the index

good time to reach college aged students who have

for ESPN is 111 with 67,683,000 total viewers and the

not yet entered the work force. The early morning

index for TLC is 107 with 47,370,000 total viewers.

day part targets people in the work force and shift

=fidX^Xq`e\jZ_fj\e#k_\`e[\o]fi@eJkpc\`j('-

workers who are getting ready for work but remain

with 10,427,000 readers, the index for Southern

fairly attentive to the program they are tuned in to.

Living is 117 with 15,621,000 readers and the index

Seasonal flighting is the best choice for the campaign

for Sports Illustrated is 120 with 21,264,000 readers.

to reflect the football theme of the ads during football

=fin\Yj`k\jZ_fj\e#k_\`e[\o]fie]c%Zfd`j

season. Continuous scheduling for internet is logical

137 with 12,682,000 visitors and the index for

because mouthwash is a product people need to

yahoomaps.com is 105 with 21,358,000 visitors.

purchase year-round. Flighting is cost-effective in

Because the number of visitors is so high for

building and stealing market share from competitors.

yahoomaps.com, the message would be seen by

By mixing the media in this way, a pulsing pattern

even more visitors of the general Yahoo! site as many

is essentially created. Pulsing strategies are most

users visit the Yahoo! homepage before clicking the

effective in creating top of mind awareness, which is

link to yahoomaps.com.

the primary goal of the campaign.
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Media Objectives and Strategy Continued...

Budget Justifications
While television is an expensive medium, it is also
one of the most effective media when it comes to
reaching our target. To maintain our reach goals
and meet our frequency goals, it is necessary
to use this medium. Magazines and Internet ads
would be cheaper to place. Magazines are a longlasting medium, so if the consumer buys one of the
magazines, they would also have the advertisement
for as long as they kept the book. Internet would
also catch the target audience repeatedly as they go
about their daily routine online.
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Internet Ad
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Print Ad

Endless Confidence.

{

}

Matt Ryan
Quarterback:
Atlanta Falcons

Matt Ryan has confidence on and off the field. Whether
he is going on a date or practicing with his championship
team, the Atlanta Falcons, he wants to impress. That’s
why he chooses Scope mouthwash to exude endless
confidence.
SCOPE PLANS BOOK
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Story Board
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TV Script
!=8;<@EKFN?@K<?FLJ<GI<JJ:FIGJIFFD
*SUPER: CNN-like title banner and news ticker
ANNOUNCER (very CNN like): We now return to the press briefing, now in progress
REPORTER: With tensions in the Middle East mounting, when will the president make his stance on Ahmadinejad’s most
i\Z\ekZcX`djZc\Xi6
PRESS SECRETARY: Uh-huh, now that’s*PRESS SECRETARY LOOKS TO THE LEFT, MATT RYAN ENTERS FROM THE LEFT
MATT RYAN (interrupts): I got this one, hoss.
!K8B<JK?<GF;@LD
*PRESS SECRETARY BACKS AWAY NERVOUSLY
D8KKIP8E1Efnk_XkËjX^i\Xkhl\jk`fe^lp#n_\en`cck_\gi\j`[\ek_Xm\k_\Zfe]`[\eZ\kfjkXe[lgkf8_dX[`e\$a\ib6
N_\en`ccpfl_Xm\k_\Zfe]`[\eZ\kfjk\gflkf]Bpc\;XccXjËjj_X[fn6
REPORTER: Well, now, that’s…
D8KKIP8E`ek\ej\ 1I\Xccp#n_\i\ZXeXepf]lj]`e[k_\Zfe]`[\eZ\kf^\k[fe\n_Xke\\[jkf^\k[fe\6
*PULLS OUT A BOTTLE OF SCOPE OUTLAST, GARGLES IT BRIEFLY, SPITS IT ON THE FLOOR
D8KKIP8EjXiZXjk`Z 1N\cc@[feËkbefn#n_\i\Zflc[n\^\kk_XkZfe]`[\eZ\6
*SUPER: Scope Outlast
D8KKIP8E18epfk_\ihl\jk`fej6
*SUPER: Endless Confidence
!=8;<KF9C8:B
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Evaluation
Concept Testing:

Post Testing

1.Conduct a second focus group about the “Big Idea,”

Look at final market share after campaign is

Campaign Themes and Spokesperson.

complete. Run more focus groups, one-on-one

2.Run comparison tests with one-on-one interviews,

interviews and email surveys out to individuals to

comparing our chosen spokesperson to another, like

track final overall awareness.

Ryan Seacrest (Scope’s previous spokesperson).
Copy Testing
Predict Affectiveness of Ads
1.Run a rough copy of the new Scope television
X[m\ik`j\d\ekkf`e[`m`[lXcjXe[^\k]\\[YXZb%;`[
k_\pi\d\dY\ik_\X[Xdfe^k_\fk_\iX[jj_fne6
2.Place a Scope magazine advertisement inside a
one of the chosen magazines and ask individuals to
read the magazine then later see if they can recall the
Scope ad.
3.Test Internet ads by walking individuals through
certain websites, while Scope and other Internet ads
are displayed, then ask for recall of ads.
Concurrent Testing
Tracking Studies
1.Track market sales and use google analytics to
see social media mentions to gain insight into target
market awareness, product usage, attitude and
product satisfaction.
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Strategy: Scope Mouthwash To Get Second Wind
By Christine Bittar
Publication: Brandweek
;Xk\1Dfe[Xp#Efm\dY\i)0)''+
After letting the brand languish ad-free since 2001, Procter & Gamble will try to breathe life into Scope mouthwash, with a
marketing spend estimated at $30-40 million, sources said.
A product relaunch, in the form of new flavors backed by English- and Spanish-language TV and print campaigns, will
attempt to draw additional general market consumers and get a bigger share of Hispanic demos with flavors designed to
appeal to the segment. A P&G rep would not confirm the launch.
P&G spent $34 million in 1999 and $16 million in 2000 on Scope ads, per Nielsen Monitor-Plus. Saatchi & Saatchi, New York,
is the lead agency. Bromley, San Antonio, handles Hispanic ads. Scope’s largest rival, Pfizer’s No. 1-selling Listerine, got
$39 million in media support last year and $34 million through September 2004, per TNS/CMR.
Pfizer has also upped Listerine’s marketing activities of late. An orange flavor, released this year, now had more than a 10%
share of the $524 million mouthwash category in the last 12-week period, per Nielsen Monitor-Plus.
To counter Pfizer’s efforts, Procter & Gamble will introduce Scope in flashier packaging
and offer two new flavors, cinnamon and orange citrus, which are similar to two Crest Whitening Expressions toothpaste
flavors, Citrus and Cinnamon Rush.
The extensions are expected to ship at the end of the first quarter.
The P&G rep said lack of media support for the brand was an internal choice to “funnel that money into other areas of oral
care,” such as a handful of new Crest SKUs like Vivid White, Whitening Expressions and the Crest Spinbrush.
http://www.crestplusscope.com/crest-products/scope-outlast-mouthwash-mint.aspx
Product description:
Scope Outlast Mouthwash uses ground-breaking outlast technology that binds tightly to select receptors in the mouth,
creating a cool, refreshing sensation that lasts longer.
B`ccj00f]YX[Yi\Xk_^\idj`ecXYk\jkj
B\\gjYi\Xk_]\\c`e^]i\j_lgkf,k`d\jcfe^\i!
* Versus brushing alone.
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MySpace Puts Ads ‘In Stream’
New units appear directly within users’ status updates
Feb 24, 2010
- Mike Shields, Mediaweek
MySpace has quietly begun testing a new “In-Stream” ad unit that appears directly within a user’s personal “stream” of
friend activities and status updates.
The new placement debuted on Feb. 10, with Coke offering fans a free download of the Selena Gomez song “Naturally.”
Later that week, Procter & Gamble used the In-Stream ad to offer samples to women of Scope Outlast mouthwash and a
free Crest Extra White Plus Scope Outlast Toothpaste.
The new ad tactic, which is designed to harness the share-with-your-friends viral nature of the site, should serve as a good
barometer for MySpace’s new positioning as a “discovery” engine. That new focus was explained in detail late Tuesday at
the Interactive Advertising Bureau’s annual meeting during a panel session headlined by MySpace’s new co-president Jason
Hirschhorn and chief revenue officer Nada Stirratt.
Originally that session was to include former CEO Owen Van Natta, who was ousted on Feb. 10. Hirschhorn was matter of
fact when asked about Van Natta’s dismissal, saying that the executive was simply not moving fast enough.
But Hirschhorn and Stirratt took pains to assure the IAB crowd that MySpace isn’t dumping the strategy that Van Natta and
company have laid out over the past year. They see the site as a place for entertainment fans to gather to interact not only
with friends, but other passionate fans. And those groups of fans will help facilitate discovery of new bands, shows, content,
or in the case of the new in-stream ads -- advertisers’ messages.
According to Stirratt, when you “craft an ad that goes between people ... it becomes an annuity.”
Numerous times during the panel session, Stirratt also pointed out MySpace’s still huge audience of “70 million uniques.” In
fact, amid the company’s recent upheaval, MySpace’s audience has stabilized.
Though lower than its peak from about two years ago, according to comScore, MySpace’s unique user base increased by 2
g\iZ\ek]ifd;\Z\dY\i)''0kfAXelXip)'('kf-0%.d`cc`fele`hl\j#k_\j`k\ËjcXi^\jkXl[`\eZ\j`eZ\Alcp)''0%AXelXip
was the second month in a row that the site’s audience grew.

Hirschhorn credited the site with becoming more agile in its development over the past year, more user-friendly and more
focused content wise. That has meant ditching the portal strategy that had been previously adopted. “If you want the
weather, don’t come to us,” he said.\ Going forward, he wants MySpace to be known for product innovation as much as
anything else. “We are an engineering-focused organization more than ever before,” he said.
http://www.adweek.com/aw/content_display/news/client/e3ifa55677495b300159e9fe316b6cb53dc
Seacrest Scopes Out P&G’s ‘Kiss Cam’
‘Idol’ host fronts New Year’s Eve promo donating money to Operation Smile
;\Z)/#)''/
- Elaine Wong, Brandweek
NEW YORK Procter & Gamble has tapped American Idol host Ryan Seacrest in a New Year’s Eve promotion for its Scope
brand.
The packaged-goods giant is making a donation to Operation Smile for every couple caught kissing on the Scope “Kiss Cam”
this New Year’s Eve. The charity, which is supported by celebrities including Jessica Simpson, Billy Bush and Mario Lopez,
raises money to treat childhood deformities, such as cleft lip.
J\XZi\jkgXike\i\[n`k_G>feXj`d`cXigifdfk`fe]fiJZfg\cXjkp\Xi#n_`Z_iXe[li`e^;`Zb:cXibËjE\nP\XiËjIfZb`eË
Eve countdown on ABC. Based on the success of last year’s Scope Kiss Cam with Seacrest, P&G decided to revive the
promotion this year, said P&G rep Laura Brinker.
P&G has begun advertising the promotion via radio ads on Seacrest’s nationally syndicated radio show, On-Air With Ryan
J\XZi\jk%K_\iX[`fX[jilek_ifl^_;\Z%*(%Fec`e\X[jn\ekc`m\feIpXeJ\XZi\jk%Zfdkf[XpXe[n`ccZfek`el\ilee`e^
through Jan. 4.
JZfg\Xcjfn`ccXgg\Xi`ej`ok\c\m`j\[jgfkj[li`e^k_\('g%d%<JKYifX[ZXjkf]E\nP\XiËjIfZb`eË<m\fe;\Z%*(%
Created by Saatchi & Saatchi, the ads follow in the same format as the ones for Scope White, which show Seacrest using
the mouthwash before running on stage. Even as one crew member tells him it’s time to go on stage, Seacrest reinforces
the importance of the mouthwash routine: “Everyone likes to smell good. Makes you more likeable,” he says before running
off.
8jgXikf]`kjgifdfn`k_J\XZi\jk#G>Xcjf`jcXleZ_`e^Xe`e$jkfi\gif^iXd#ZXcc\[ÈJ\\X;`]]\i\eZ\#DXb\X;`]]\i\eZ\#É
to support children with cleft lip. P&G is donating money to Operation Smile on behalf of purchases made on its Scope, Crest
and Oral-B products.

Kfii`C\\[j#jmgXk;\Mi`\j#E\nPfib#XglYc`Zi\cXk`fej]`idk_Xknfib\[n`k_G>fek_\cXleZ_#jX`[c`eb`e^JZfg\n`k_X
classic New Year’s Eve tradition—the kiss—made sense, given that it’s a mouthwash brand. “It’s all about fresh breath and
the idea of getting close [to someone],” Leeds said.
Scope brand manager Matt Kenneway said the program, which runs through March, would help more than 200 children
with cleft lip living in Third-World countries. “We found that consumers really sparked to the idea of having their purchases
do something for [the children] . . . and they like to use their dollars to help with worthy causes,” Kenneway said.
P&G spent $6.4 million advertising Scope in the U.S. in 2007, and $1.4 million through October of this year, excluding online,
per Nielsen Monitor-Plus.
http://www.brandweek.com/bw/content_display/news-and-features/direct/e3i2a5df3fecd0d17837894ab6b2962480a
P&G’s Outlast Aims to Outfox Private Label
Aug 29, 2009 - Elaine Wong
:XeXe`eefmXk`fek_Xkgifd`j\jcfe^\i$cXjk`e^]i\j_Yi\Xk_^`m\k_\fiXcZXi\ZXk\^fipXj\Zfe[n`e[6
Procter & Gamble seems to think so. This week the company is launching a new product benefit called “Outlast,” which
purports to deliver five times longer fresh breath across its Scope, Crest and Oral-B lines. The move is an attempt to
reinvigorate the segment, which has seen sales slow due to private label and a lack of new product innovation.
Outlast works by “binding tightly to select receptors in the mouth.” The result is a “cool, refreshening sensation” that
continues long after flossing, brushing or rinsing, the company said. P&G says it’s the biggest innovation for Scope
mouthwash in 40 years.
Outlast-enhanced versions of Scope, Crest and Oral-B won’t command a higher price point, and the packaging for the
latter two products will look much the same. Scope Outlast, however, will be sold in a genie bottle to distinguish it from
the original lineup and to draw users’ attention to the product, said Jocelyn Wong, associate marketing director on Crest
Toothpaste and Crest/Scope Rinse.
P&G is introducing the products via a TV, print and digital campaign breaking this and next month. Ryan Seacrest,
spokesperson for Scope, stars in a commercial for both the paste and rinse, which shows him using both products as part
of his “getting ready” routine. Hours into a Hollywood party, the American Idol host is still the attraction of every woman
around him, with the secret ingredient, of course, being his fresh breath.
8^\eZ`\j`emfcm\[`ek_\ZXdgX`^e`eZcl[\GlYc`Z`j>iflg\le`kjGlYc`Z`j#;`^`kXj#JkXiZfdD\[`Xm\jk>iflg#8iZNfic[n`[\
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The effort comes as U.S. oral care sales remain relatively flat; sales increased from $3.1 billion in 2003 to just $3.3 billion
last year, per Mintel. The Chicago-based research firm forecasts a sales decline of 1.1 and 0.1 percent this and next year.
Adding to the decrease are cheaper-priced store alternatives, a shortage of significant innovation in the category and
consumer cutback in a recession.
P&G, the market leader in oral care, bets it can reverse some of that by emphasizing a regimen-based dental hygiene
approach to consumers. The move is similar to that used in skin or hair care. (Shampoo or conditioner bottles, for instance,
often tout the label “for best results, use with” when trying to sell consumers a corresponding product.)
Like previous ads starring Ryan Seacrest and Scope, the Outlast campaign is really intended to convey that confidence
factor, Wong said, adding that the ideal consumer for these products is someone who is “young at heart, a glass half-full
kind of person,” she said. “We’re trying to elevate it to confidence in a bottle because that’s what she really wants,” Wong
said of the target customer.
KfdM`\i_`c\#Xi\j\XiZ_[`i\Zkfin_fkiXZbje\ngif[lZkjXk;XkXdfe`kfi#jX`[FlkcXjkZflc[[f]fifiXcZXi\n_XkG>Ëj
CoverGirl Outlast did for the makeup category. The latter was hailed as “being so long lasting [at the time], that it required
makeover remover to take off,” Vierhile said, citing it as an example of innovation that really stuck around. And, with the
number of new products carrying breath freshening claims going down, there could be opportunity in this niche.
In 2008, for instance, there were 48 such new products that carried this benefit versus 97 in 2002 when breath freshening
d`ekjj`dgcpkffbf]]#M`\i_`c\jX`[%Dfi\fm\i#X;XkXdfe`kfijlim\pcXjkp\Xi]fle[k_Xkfecp),g\iZ\ekf]Zfejld\ij
weren’t concerned about fresh breath, implying that the majority are.
P&G spent $191 million and $51 million in measured media for its Crest and Oral-B brands last year. Scope got $2 million in
U.S. advertising, excluding online channels, per Nielsen.

http://www.fierce pharma.com/special-reports/johnson-johnson-top-13-advertising-budgets

Johnson & Johnson - Top 13 Ad Budgets
September 23, 2008 — 4:20pm ET | By Maureen Martino
Company: Johnson & Johnson
2007 Ad Spending: $2.409 billion
2006 Ad Spending: $2.401 billion
Breakdown
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Where J&J is spending money: J&J spent $50.2 million promoting its epilepsy drug Topamax. The drug--which was
originally scheduled to go off-patent in September--won extended market exclusivity for one year based on a new
pediatric indication for the med. The multi-purpose biologic Remicade saw $14.3 in advertising spending. Overall, J&J
spent $49.2M on Internet advertising--far more than any other drug company.
Though J&J spent a substantial amount on prescription drugs, consumer product advertising was the name of the game
in 2007. Neutrogena ($165 million), Tylenol ($152 million), Aveeno ($126 million), and Listerine ($111 million) made up
the company’s top four ad campaigns. J&J also spent $80 million on image advertising, though that was down from
$100 million in 2006.
J&J boosted it’s Internet advertising budget 41 percent in 2007 to 49.1 million. The company also embraced outdoor
advertising--that budget increased 470 percent to $4.8 million. National radio spots were up 71.9 percent to 9.2 million.
Overall, company sales rose 14.6 percent to $61 million.
Where J&J isn’t spending money: None of J&J’s top five ad campaigns included spending on prescription drug
advertising. Remicade was the only prescription drug that had an increased budget in 2007 (there was no budget for
the biologic in 2007). Topamax dropped 16.2 percent and Zyrtec dropped 17.8 percent. Newspaper advertising fell a
whopping 98 percent to a paltry $149,000 from 7.4 million.
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